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High speed fluorescence microscopy provides a means to observe

chemical instabilities and biochemical reactions within living cells

and tissues. By sacrificing resolution for speed, novel spatio-

temporal information is revealed. Besides providing insight

into fundamental mechanisms governing biological processes,

the technique may lead to the identification of new drugs

and diagnostic tools in medicine.

I nnovation in biomedical research and
medical practice is driven by technol-
ogy. Examples include the use of DNA

technology to modify cellular proteins
and to diagnose bacterial infections.
Imaging science has been equally impor-
tant in biology and medicine. The recent
introduction of optical coherence tomo-
graphy and adaptive optics in ophthal-
mology are among the examples of the
importance of imaging science in
medicine. In biomedical research,



scanning confocal microscopy has
become a standard tool.

Optical imaging has many advantages
in biology and medicine. Cells are gener-
ally transparent at optical wavelengths,
which makes their internal structures
available for analysis in a noninvasive
way. In contrast to shorter wavelength
radiation, optical wavelengths are not
harmful to cells. One advantage of optical
imaging that has gone unexploited in
biomedicine is its potential for speed.
Since photons travel at the speed of light
and picosecond spectroscopy is com-
monplace in chemistry and physics, there
seems to be plenty of room for improv-
ing on the video acquisition rates typi-
cally employed in biological microscopy.
Yet research emphasis has been placed—
in a measure which is nearing the point
of diminishing returns—on improving
the spatial resolution of biological
images. In this article I present recent
research from my laboratory on the
biomedical research applications of high
speed imaging. The technique is particu-
larly well suited to the study of biochemi-
cal instabilities, which are fundamental
features of living cells and tissues.

Fluorescence microscopy
In condensed phases, a fluorophore
absorbs light and then, with a lifetime of
~10 ns, it emits light of a longer wave-
length [Fig. 1(a)]. Fluorophores may be:
endogenous molecules, such as reduced
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
(NADH), flavoproteins or tryptophan;
endogenous genetically engineered
molecules, such as green fluorescent pro-
tein; exogenous labels attached to specific
molecules; and exogenous reporters
whose fluorescence intensity or spectra
are sensitive to certain chemicals (e.g., pH
or calcium ions). The contrast is high,
because other cell and tissue components
are generally not fluorescent. A sample’s
contrast is further enhanced by epi-illu-
mination [Fig. 1(b)], where the light
source and detector are at 90 degrees rela-
tive to one another.

For the investigation of biological pro-
cesses, epi-fluorescence microscopy has
been combined for many years with
video detection systems. Much of the
technology developed for high speed
spectroscopy can be applied microscopi-
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chemical processes within cells as biologi-
cal responses unfold.

Spatial versus 
temporal resolution
The minimum resolvable separation dis-
tance between two points (d m) during
fluorescence microscopy is often defined
by Rayleigh’s criterion: d m = 0.61�/n.a.,
where n.a. is the objective’s numerical
aperture and � is the wavelength of light.
Typically, d m is about 0.2 �m. When
chemical instabilities within cells are cou-
pled to diffusion, which is often the case,
one may operationally set the rms dis-
placement (d rms) equal to d m to estimate
an electronic shutter speed for the CCD
chip. The value of d rms is given by
Einstein’s equation: d rms = [2 Dt]1/2,
where D is the diffusion coefficient and t
is time. Using the diffusion coefficient of
water (~10-5 cm2/s), shutter speed should
be ~20 �s. Because of interactions with
other molecules, biochemicals and ions
within cells diffuse more slowly than
water does; ~200 �s is a reasonable shut-
ter speed. Given the propagation speed of
membrane depolarization along
unmyelinated axons (~ 10 m/s), substan-
tially shorter shutter speeds are required
to capture this type of wave. Thus, most
biological waves should be detected in
the time region from ns to �s.

Chemical waves within cells
When maintained far from equilibrium,
chemical systems, including living cells,
can spontaneously form spatial and tem-
poral chemical concentration patterns.
One mechanism of pattern formation is
the coupling of reaction and diffusion
processes. Turing first suggested the for-
mation of these patterns.1 As chemical
oscillations and waves dissipate energy to
support their self-organization, they are
often referred to as dissipative structures.
Prigogine, Hess, Ross, Noyes and others
have pioneered the mathematical and
physical bases of chemical instabilities.
Using the tools described above, my col-
leagues and I have extended this research
by identifying several types of traveling
chemical waves in cells (i.e., NAD(P)H,
flavoprotein, calcium, pH and membrane
potential2-8). These waves vary in many
details including: point of ignition,
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Figure 1. Epi-fluorescence microscopy. 
(a) Example of the excitation and emission
spectra of fluorescent molecules. (I = inten-
sity, � = wavelength). (b) Arrangement of 
optical components in epi-illumination. 
(c) Schematic diagram of the experimental
set-up used in high speed microscopy.
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cally to observe rapid biochemical events.
Because imaging requires data in two
dimensions, downloading images from a
CCD chip takes several ms, whereas shut-
ter speeds are as short as ~100 ns.
Download times can be improved by use
of region-of-interest software to specify
the pixels to be captured.

Figure 1(c) illustrates such a system,
which can be used for high speed
microspectrophotometry and microscopy.
To maximize efficiency, the Zeiss optical
components behind the emission filter
were replaced by a fiber optic. In some
cases, a mirror is inserted into the light
path to direct the image to a conventional
camera. For high speed imaging, a cooled
and intensified camera suitable for single
atom fluorescence is used. The camera is
controlled by a high speed delay gate gen-
erator and a high speed computer inter-
face. A custom computer is used to
improve system performance with soft-
ware designed to minimize the influence
of out-of-focus fluorescence. Thus, we
create high speed stop action movies of



ignition time, propagation speed, propa-
gation direction, ability to annihilate and
location. These chemical patterns have
been found in cells, and recent studies
also suggest their presence in tissues. It
appears that chemical patterns are of
greater importance than had been previ-
ously recognized.

Previous studies have demonstrated
propagating NADH waves in broken cell
extracts and NADH concentration oscil-
lations in intact cells. My colleagues and I
discovered propagating NAD(P)H waves
in living neutrophils, a predominant
white blood cell type.2 Because the auto-
fluorescence properties of NADH and
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phos-
phate (NADPH), reduced form, are
indistinguishable, the generic term
NAD(P)H is used to describe both. High
speed imaging demonstrated one longi-
tudinal NAD(P)H wave traveling from
the back toward the front of elongated
cells.2, 4 Immunological activation led to
the formation of two traveling longitudi-
nal waves (Fig. 2).4 These waves are more
than a physico-chemical curiosity in cells.
In the experiment of Fig. 2, hydro-
ethidine, which becomes fluorescent
upon exposure to superoxide anions, was
added to the extracellular environment.
Cells produce superoxide anions when
the enzyme NADPH oxidase removes
two electrons from NADPH and delivers
them to two oxygen molecules, thus
forming two free radical superoxide
anions. As Fig. 2 illustrates, NAD(P)H
waves travel along a cell’s long axis. When
they reach the front of a cell, they disap-
pear as a diffusive fluorescent plume is
released; the plume is caused by the
superoxide-mediated conversion of
hydroethidine to ethidium bromide. In
this way, intracellular spatiotemporal
waves of substrate are converted into
extracellular spatiotemporal waves of
product.5

One factor broadly used in cell signal-
ing, the conversion of extracellular infor-

mation into intracellular chemical
responses, is calcium, which can be
detected by allowing the probe indo-1,
whose quantum yield is sensitive to cal-
cium, to accumulate inside a cell. A key
reason for choosing indo-1 is that its
emission spectrum undergoes a dramatic
increase at 400 nm in the presence of cal-
cium, thus allowing experiments to be
performed without image ratioing.
During cell adherence, target patterns
have been observed. When cells were
migrating, one—or in immunologically
activated cells, two—calcium waves were
observed to propagate around the cell
periphery.6 A neutrophil exhibiting a sin-
gle calcium wave propagating about its
periphery is shown in Fig. 3. In this case,
the cell has internalized two smaller cells.
As the wave travels around the cell’s
perimeter, a calcium signal travels along a
spur toward the phagocytosed targets.
This suggests the presence of signaling
circuitry within cells. The signal “circuit”
patterns have some flexibility, since they
may change over time.

Multiple waves within cells
Multiple propagating waves occur within
cells: these include multiple types of one
chemical wave, such as calcium, and
waves of different chemical species. The
mast cell is an example of the former; at
least three types of calcium waves are
observed in the mast cell shown in Fig. 4.
Calcium signaling within these cells
begins as a single calcium wave propagat-
ing about the cell’s perimeter, as previ-
ously shown for neutrophils (Fig. 3). This
wave is joined by a second peripheral cal-
cium wave and a third wave that causes

sequential calcium release around the
internal spherical granules. This peri-
granular calcium signal is a late step in
the release of the granules’ contents into
the extracellular environment; one of the
molecules in the granules is histamine, a
mediator of allergic reactions.

As illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, longitu-
dinal NAD(P)H waves propagating
through the cytoplasm and calcium
waves traveling around the cell perimeter
have been observed in neutrophils. By
exploiting the similarities in the excita-
tion and emission properties of
NAD(P)H and indo-1, I studied both
waves simultaneously. Both longitudinal
NAD(P)H and perimembrane calcium
waves are apparent (Fig. 5). Thus, multi-
ple types of coexisting waves are found in
cells. Indeed, I anticipate that, at any
given instant, a cell’s chemical state is the
superposition of dozens or hundreds of
individual waves. As enzyme activities
may be functions of multiple variables
(e.g., calcium, pH, NADH, etc.), their
products will undoubtedly vary in space
and time. Figure 2 illustrates this concept
by mapping the temporal and spatial
variation in superoxide release by neu-
trophils. Thus, intracellular chemical
dynamics form a variety of overlapping
patterns, which may be reflected in spa-
tiotemporal patterns of enzyme activity.

Waves among cells
Besides observing chemical waves within
individual cells, it is also possible to
observe waves being shared among cells.
One example is the release of cyclic
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)
waves that promote Dictyostelium aggre-
gation.1 At a smaller distance scale, high
speed microscopy reveals cell-cell com-
munication via chemical waves. Figure 6
shows a neutrophil attached at the inter-
face of two large endothelial cells. A cal-
cium wave can be seen in the neutrophil;
this calcium signal triggers new calcium
waves within both of the endothelial cells
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Figure 2. Using brief shutter speeds (100 ns,
a 30 ms duty cycle), these sequential images
show longitudinal NAD(P)H waves traveling
along a neutrophil’s long axis.5 When the
NAD(P)H wave reaches the front of the cell,
a diffusing plume of fluorescence, which is
coupled to the extracellular release of super-
oxide radicals, is seen. (x 1,520)
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that spread out as expanding waves.
When the cells were later observed, a
space between the endothelial cells had
opened, an occurrence that may model
the events taking place as neutrophils
cross blood vessels during migration to
sites of infection. Other intercellular
waves have been observed during
immune reactions and in the retina. High
speed microscopy thus provides new
information at multiple levels of struc-
tural organization in cells and tissues.

Emergent chemical patterns in
drug development and medicine 
As described above and shown in Fig. 3,
calcium signals travel around phago-
cytosed targets within neutrophils.6

Previous studies have identified a mutant
form of the phagocytosis receptor
Fc�RIIA lacking the three amino acid
sequence leucine-threonine-leucine
(LTL), which is defective in phagolyso-
some formation. When cells expressing
mutant Fc�RIIAs were studied using high
speed microscopy, the calcium signal
failed to encircle phagosomes.7 This sug-
gests that the LTL sequence plays an
important role in routing calcium signals
to phagosomes. In unpublished studies,
my colleagues and I have shown that
exogenous peptides containing this
amino acid sequence block the calcium
signal from traveling to phagosomes by
binding to the endoplasmic reticulum.
The peptide presumably blocks the
receptor from binding to a protein on the
endoplasmic reticulum important in cal-
cium signal routing. I anticipate that pep-
tides affecting signaling patterns will lead
to new families of anti-inflammatory
drugs.

A long-standing medical puzzle is why
about 70 percent of the women with cer-
tain autoimmune disorders (e.g., arthri-
tis, multiple sclerosis and uveitis) go into
remission during pregnancy. When acti-
vated neutrophils from non-pregnant
and pregnant women were observed by
high speed imaging, the number of
NAD(P)H waves differed. Theoretical
studies suggested that the spatial loca-
tions of metabolic enzymes could alter
the properties of these dissipative struc-
tures.9 Evaluation of several metabolic
enzymes revealed that the NADPH-pro-
ducing enzyme glucose-6-phosphate

(G6P) dehydrogenase was translocated
from the cell’s periphery to its center in
neutrophils from pregnant women.10

Because this enzyme’s substrate, G6P, is
produced at the cell periphery and other
peripheral enzymes metabolize G6P, a
cell’s ability to produce NADPH is
reduced. Because NADPH provides the
electrons for superoxide anion produc-
tion by the NADPH oxidase, the amount
of superoxide is reduced, thereby reduc-
ing its damaging effects on tissue during
autoimmune disease. High speed imag-
ing can thus provide clues to unraveling
important medical problems and aid in
the search for new drugs.

Outlook
As illustrated above, my research group is
using optical tools to recast biomedical
problems in terms of their underlying
physical chemistry. The study of chemical
waves and patterns in cells is in its
infancy. Although previous studies have
identified chemical waves in unusually
large cells such as oocytes11 (d rms is 
a fraction of cell size if the cell is large
enough), it has not been possible to 
analyze these chemical instabilities in
most cells. High speed microscopy pro-
vides a generally applicable tool to evalu-
ate chemical wave patterns in cells and
tissues.
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Figure 3. High speed microscopy reveals calcium signal trafficking in neutrophils. A neutrophil
has internalized two smaller cells. Note that a calcium wave travels about the perimeter of the
cell. When the calcium wave passes by the region containing the phagocytosed cells, a 
calcium signal travels around both internalized targets. (150 ns, 50 ms interval) (x 1,400)



Further development of high speed
imaging should be very fruitful. The key
factor limiting the shutter speed is a 
sample’s intensity. Future improvements
in microscope and detector efficiency will
continue to improve shutter speed.
Moreover, the development of high speed
ratioing will greatly increase instrumental
sensitivity, as well as the number of fluo-
rophores available for study. Thus, there
are opportunities to further develop the
engineering used in high speed
microscopy. Whether high speed
microscopy will remain a specialized
research field or a broader market niche
is difficult to predict, although I might
speculate that in living cell studies tem-
poral resolution will become as impor-
tant as spatial resolution.

My images support previous theoreti-
cal work concerning the chemical self-
organization of cells. Other theoretical
work has stimulated high speed
microscopy experiments that led to new
insights in immunity.10 Due to the neu-
trophil’s comparative simplicity, compu-
tational models of its oscillatory
metabolism and oxidant production have
proven to be robust and predictive.12

However, some areas require additional
analysis and computer modeling to sort
out. One might anticipate that two waves
would annihilate each other during colli-
sions, yet this frequently does not occur.
The fact that there are multiple types of
calcium waves and a lack of annihilation
suggests that there are fundamental dif-
ferences between certain waves that
appear to be similar. Current research in
this laboratory is focused on identifying
the role of specific proteins in chemical
patterns using genetic and pharmacologi-
cal tools. The mechanism of wave igni-
tion is unknown. The unidirectional
propagation of calcium waves is not
understood; some mechanism to limit
wave motion must be in place, such as a
controlled refractory period or some
underlying structural asymmetry in the
communication between the plasma
membrane and endoplasmic reticulum.
In conjunction with high speed
microscopy, important computational
and chemical work remains to be done.

High speed imaging will have its
greatest impact on biomedicine. As high
resolution imaging allows us to extend
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Figure 5. An experiment in which NAD(P)H and calcium were simultaneously imaged 
(100 ns). The longitudinal NAD(P)H wave and the smaller perimembrane calcium waves 
can be seen. (x 1,480)

Figure 4. Multiple intracellular calcium waves are revealed in a mast cell. (50 ns, 20 ms) (x 1,500)

(a) (b)



Figure 6. In these low magnification images
(150 ns, 50 ms interval), a comparatively
small neutrophil (arrow) binds at the inter-
face of two large endothelial cells. In a spa-
tially and temporally coherent fashion, a
small calcium signal in the neutrophil trig-
gers two large waves propagating through
the adjacent endothelial cells. (x 430)
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our senses into small distance scales, high
speed microscopy allows us to extend our
senses to short time domains. Our micro-
graphs illustrate just a few of the novel
mechanistic insights provided by high
speed microscopy. We have touched on
phagocytosis, secretion, superoxide pro-
duction and neutrophil-endothelial cell
communication, but almost all of biology
and medicine remains to be studied. The
images have an abundance of spatiotem-
poral information; the origins and regu-
latory mechanisms underlying these
dynamic structures and how cells decode
this information are only beginning to be
understood. One unexpected feature of
cell-cell interactions revealed by high
speed imaging is the coherent chemical
interactions among cells. These are illus-
trated by the ability of the neutrophil’s
calcium signal to simultaneously elicit
calcium signals in neighboring endothe-
lial cells. At high speeds, it is now possible
to “eavesdrop” on intercellular decision-
making processes.

One future application of high speed
imaging will be the integration of infor-
mation uncovered by the human genome
project. Just as conscious thought is an
emergent property of many neurons
working together, cellular chemical waves
are a collective property of many gene
products. Although the human genome
project has given us an abundance of
information, it has not given us insight
enough to cure a single disease. Nor 
has the identification of thousands of
disease-related genes helped the diseased.
We simply do not understand how all the
parts work together. One factor left unat-
tended is the collective properties of
genes, including those relevant to chemi-
cal waves; these waves appear to be the
rule, not the exception, in immune cells.

I speculate that emergent chemical waves
will link many molecular species to cell
and tissue behavior. For example, chemi-
cal dynamics may allow us to understand
how cells process information: how, for
example they choose direction or decide
to kill another cell.

Although we have only begun to apply
high speed microscopy to medical prob-
lems, its value has already been demon-
strated. While exploring the calcium
signaling circuitry of cells, we discovered a
peptide sequence important in control-
ling phagolysosome formation. Other
studies have shown that certain pre-
scribed drugs alter chemical waves in
cells; one might postulate that emergent
chemical patterns—not the particular
proteins to which they bind—are the ulti-
mate target of many pharmaceuticals. In
addition, instead of trying to kill tumor
cells with toxic drugs, it may be possible
to “rehabilitate” their social behavior by
use of drugs that perturb chemical waves.
By altering waves associated with cell
locomotion, it may be possible to block
tumor cell metastasis. Moreover, the exis-
tence of differing NAD(P)H patterns in
non-pregnant and pregnant women sug-
gests the only mechanism to explain why
pregnant women are more susceptible to
infections than non-pregnant women and
why pregnant women with autoimmune
disease go into remission. A mechanistic
understanding of this process may lead to
drugs that mimic these changes in 

non-pregnant people, thus promoting
disease remissions. Although studies
directed at uncovering disease mecha-
nisms and new drugs are important, high
speed imaging may also provide a new
diagnostic tool, since these waves are 
associated with disease processes. This is
especially true for ophthalmology, which
is heavily dependent on the noninvasive
evaluation of the eye at optical wave-
lengths. From the standpoints of both
optics and biomedicine, the most exciting
work in high speed imaging is now on the 
horizon.
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